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Introduction
Let G be a finite group andp a prime. Let (K, i?, k) be a ^ -modular sys-
tem. Let (π) be the maximal ideal of R. We assume that K contains the
IGI -th roots of unity and that k is algebraically closed. Let v be the valuation
of K normalized so that v(p)=l. For an (iMree) i?G-module U lying in a
block B of G, we define ht(U), the height of Uy by ht(U)=p(raήkR £/)—
v{\G\)+d{B), where d(B) is the defect of B. The heights of &G-modules are
defined in a similar way, and heights are always nonnegative. In this paper we
study indecomposable i?G-(or kG-) modules of height zero, especially their
behaviors under the block induction. In section 1 we introduce, motivated
by Brouό [7], the notion of linkage for arbitrary block pairs as a generalization
of the one for Brauer pairs, and establish fundamental properties about it. In
section 2 we give a condition for a block of a normal subgroup to be induced to
the whole group. In section 3 a characterization of RG-(or kG-) modules of
height 0 via their vertices and sources is given, which generalizes a result of
Knϋrr [14]. Based on this result it is shown in section 4 that for any irreduci-
ble character X of height 0 in B and any normal subgroup N of G, XN contains
an irreducible character of height 0. This is well-known when B is weakly regu-
lar with respect to N. An answer to the problem of determining which ir-
reducible (Brauer) characters of N appear as irreducible constituents of ir-
reducible (Brauer) characters of height 0 is also obtained (Theorem 4.4). In
section 5 a generalization of a theorem of Isaacs and Smith [11] is given. In
section 6 an alternative proof of a theorem of Berger and Knόrr [1] is given.
Throughout this paper an i?G-module is assumed to be i?-free of finite rank.
1. Block induction and characters of height 0
Throughout this section H is a subgroup of G, and B and b are ^-blocks
of G and Hy respectively.
Let Gpr be the set of ^-regular elements of G, ZRG the center of RG, and
be the i?-submodule of ZRG spanned by />-regular conjugacy class sums.
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We let
Z0(B) = {a<EΞ(ZRGp,) eB\ ωB(a)^0 (mod π)} ,
where eB is the block idempotent of B. An element a^(ZRGp')eB is said to
be of height 0 ([7]) if a<=Z0(B). Let sH be the iMinear map from RG to RH
defined by sH(x)=x if x^H, and sH(x) = 0 if x^G—H.
DEFINITION 1.1. We say that B and b are linked if %(^0(#)) eb^Z0(b).
Let Chr(G) be the i?-module of i?-linear combinations of irreducible cha-
racters of G and Chr(B) its submodυle of i?-linear combinations of irreducible
characters lying in B. Put
Chr°(B) = {θ£ΞChr(B); ht(θ) = 0} ,
where ht(θ) is defined as before; so ht(θ)=O if and only if v(θ(l)) = v(\G\)—
d(B). Let Irr°(B) (resp. IBr°(5)) be the set of irreducible characters (resp. irr-
educible Brauer characters) of height 0 in B. Let Bch(G) be the i?-linear
combinations of irreducible Brauer characters of G. Bch(β) and Bch°(B) are
defined in a similar way. For 0eChr(G) (or Bch(G)), put 0 * = Σ θ(x~1) xy where
x runs through G/. So Θ*^ZRGP'.
The following lemma is well-known, cf. Brouό [7]. Here we give a direct
proof, in this special case.
Lemma 1.2. We have
y) eB = {#*; 0GΞChr(B)} = {0*; 0<ΞBch(£)} .
Proof. It suffices to show the first equality. For 0eChr(G) and
Irr(G), we have %(0* eB)=X{θ^)f where X is extended linearly over RG and ΘB
denotes the B-component of θ. Since X is arbitrary, we have θ^eB=θ^. Thus
the assertion follows, since ZRGP'={Θ*\ 0eChr(G)}.
The following theorem is important for our purpose. (It is a special case
of [7, Proposition 3.3.4].) Here we give an alternative proof.
Theorem 1.3. Let θ(=Chr{B) {or Bch(B))). Then θ is of height 0 if and
only if θ* is of height 0.
Proof. Let %eIrr°(B) and define the class function η as follows:
(0 otherwise.
We know that ht{θ)=O if and only if ((9,77)^0 {modp) ([6]). On the other
hand, (9* is of height 0 if and only if ωB(θ*) ί 0 (mod π). Since ωB{θ*) = {\ G \ \
{θ, η)G (mod π), the assertion follows.
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Corollary 1.4. We have
Z0(B) = {0*; 0eChr°(B)} = {θ*: θ(=Bch°(B)} .
Proof. This follows from Lemma 1.2 and Theorem 1.3.
For <9eChr(G) (or Bch(G)), we denote by θb the ^-component of ΘH. For
an RG-(or kG-) module Vy Vb is defined in a similar way. Also for 0eChr(i/),
we denote by ΘB the JS-component of ΘG.
Corollary 1.5. The following are equivalent.
(i) B and b are linked.
(ii) For every θ<EΞChr°(B), θbEΞChr%b).
(iii) For every θ GΞ Bch°(J5), θb<Ξ Bch°(6).
In particular, if B and b are linked, for every RG-(or kG-) module V of height
OinB, Vb is of height 0.
Proof. The equivalences follow from Corollary 1.4 and the fact that
% (0*) eb=θf for every 0eChr(G) (resp. Bch(G)). Let θ be the character (resp.
Brauer character) afforded by V. If ht(V)=0y then ht(θb)=O by (ii) (resp. (iii)).
This completes the proof.
The following proposition shows, in particular, that there are many exam-
ples of linked pair of blocks in block theory.
Proposition 1.6. Assume that bG is defined. Then B and b are linked if
and only if bG=B.
Proof. Assume bG=B. For a^Z0(B), ωb(sH(a)) = ωB(a)^0 (mod π). So
sH{ά) eb^Z0(b) and "if part" follows. Conversely assume that B and b are linked.
We have ωb&(eB) = ωb(sH(eB) eb)^0 (mod TΓ), since eB^Z0(B). Hence bG=B.
For the following, see also [3, Lemma A and Theorem B].
Corollary 1.7. Assume that bG is defined and equal to B. Then
(i) For any RG-(or kG-) module V of height 0 in By Vb is of height 0, and
(ii) for Θ<Ξ Chr(G) {or Bch{G)), ht(θB)=O if and only if ht(θb)=O.
Proof, (i) follows from Corollary 1.5 and Proposition 1.6. (ii) follows from
the fact that ωB(θ^) = ωB(θη = ωb(sH(θη eb)=ωb(θf) (mod π).
Let TH denote the relative trace map when RG is considered as a G-
algebra in the usual way. The following will be needed later.
Proposition 1.8. Assume that B and b are linked and d(b)=d(B). We
have:
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(i)
(ii) for any ξ e Chr(ft), ht(ξ)=O if and only if ht(ξB)=O.
Proof. Let XEΞlrr°(J3). For feChr(ft), (£*)*= Tίϊ(f*)e*. From this it
follows that
ξ(l)l\H\ %(1)} ωb((Xb)*)(modπ) .
Since ht(Xb)=O by Corollary 1.5 (ii), (ii) follows. Then we get (i) by the above
equality and Corollary 1.4.
The following proposition (cf. also [18, Theorem 7]) shows that our ter-
minology is compatible with Brauer's [5]. If (P, bP) is a Brauer pair (i.e. P is a
/>-subgroup of G and bP is a block of PCG(P) with defect group P), let ΘP be
the unique irreducible Brauer character in bP and bP the block of CG(P) covered
bybP.
Proposition 1.9. Let {P, bP) and (Q, bQ) be Brauer pairs such that Pΐ>Q
and that bQ is P-invariant. Then bP and bQ are linked {in the sense of Brauer [5])
if and only if bP and b% are linked in our sense.
Proof. Put b*=bζC(Q\ where C(Q)=CG(Q). Let φ be the unique irre-
ducible Brauer character in £*. We have φbp=e ΘP, for some integer e. Since
££C ( Q ) is denned, Corollary 1.5 (iii) and Proposition 1.6 yield that δ ? C ( ρ ) = * * if
and only if e^O (mod^>). On the other hand, we must have (θQ)b°p=eΛJry where
ψ = ( 0 p ) c ( p ) is the unique irreducible Brauer character in bP, since bP is the
unique block of PC(P) covering b°P. By Corollary 1.5 (iii), b°P and b% are linked
if and only if £^0 (mod^>). So the assertion follows.
Now we consider the case where H is normal in G, In this case linked
pair has a clear meaning, as the following theorem shows; it shows also that
the condition that B and b are linked does not always imply that bG is defined
(and equal to B). See also Blau [4, Theorem 2],
Theorem 1.10. Assume that H is normal in G. The following conditions
are equivalent.
(i) B and b are linked.
(ii) sH{eB) eb is of height 0.
(iii) B is weakly regular zoith respect to H and B covers b.
Proof. (i)==>(ii): This is obvious.
(ii)=#>(iii): Put <?2j=0*, θ^Chr°(J5). Since sH{eB) eb=θfy we have in particular
0
έ
Φθ, so B covers b. Put % ( ^ ) = Σ t a{ Kiy K{ being conjugacy classes of G
(contained in H). We have ωb{sH{eB)) = Σ, a{ ωb(Ki) = Σ,- α, ωB(Ki) (mod TΓ), since
B covers b. So we have a{ ωB(Ki)^0 (mod π) for some z, which shows that B
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is weakly regular.
(iii)=#(i): Let {B,} be the blocks of G covering b. We have Ί,eB=Έ,eί(g^
GjTb), so Σ sH(eBi) eb=eb and sH(eB.) eb is of height 0 for some ί. For such /, put
eB=θ*, Θ^Chr°\Bi). We have 'θH=τθ8b(gt=GITb), so we get that <f(B,)=
v(\ TbI)—v(\H\)+d(b)y because ht(θb)=O. Let v<=Chx°(B). Similar argument
as above shows that d(B)=v(\Tb\)—v(\H\)+d(b)—ht(Vb). So we have ht(ηb)=
d{Bi)—d(B). On the other hand, d(B)^d(Bi), since B is weakly regular. This
proves that ht(ηb)=0, so B and b are linked (by Corollary 1.5).
The following is [9, (V.3.15)].
Corollary 1.11. Assume that H is normal in G and that B covers b. Let B
be weakly regular with respect to H. For any %eIrr°(B), we have %#=e Σ,•£,•
with e\ TblTξ.\ Ξj=O (mod/)) and £,EΞlrr°(6),/or some i.
Proof. By Theorem 1.10, Xb is of height 0, so the assertion follows from
the equality XH=τ X
g
b{g<=GjTb).
By Theorem 1.10 (and Corollary 1.5), we get that when B is weakly regular
with respect to the normal subgroup H and B covers b, Vb has an indecomposable
summand of height 0 for any i?G-(or kG-) module V of height 0 in B. It will
be proved in Theorem 4.1 that this is the case for arbitrary blocks covering b.
The rest of this section is devoted to giving alternative proofs of known
facts.
Let b be a block of an arbitrary subgroup H as before. For a group X,
let B0(X) be the principal block of X. The following is the Third Main The-
orem (as extended by Okuyama [17]). (The present version is due to Blau
[3, Corollary 1].) See also Kawai [20, Corollary 2.2].
Proposition 1.12. Assume that there exists %eIrr°(J5) such that XH is an
irreducible character in b. Then
(i) If b0 is a block of H for which bo is defined and equal to B, then bo=b.
(ii) // bG is defined, then bG=Bif and only if XH e Irr°(i).
Proof, (i) By Corollary 1.7 (ii), Xh is of height 0, so bo=b. (ii) "only if"
part follows similarly, "if" part: Since ht(Xb)=0, ht(Xbσ) = 0 by Corollary 1.7
(ii). Hence bG=B.
A result similar to the following has appeared in Robinson [19].
Proposition 1.13. Let u be a central p-element of H. Assume that bG=B.
For X, X' in Chr(jB), the following are evuίvalent.
(i) ht(X)=ht(Xf)=0.
(ii)
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where in the summation s runs through Hp'.
Proof. Define ψ, <ψ*'<ΞBch(δ) by ψ(s)=Xb(us) and φ'(s)=X'b(u-1 s), for
sϊΞHp>. Put χ ί =2 ί Λ ί f ί > f ί eIrr( f t) . We have ξi{u)=ξi{l)Si, where £, is a
I wI -th root of unity. Then Xb(u)=^i *!,(£,—1) £t (l)+%A(l). Since 6,-1 = 0
(mod TΓ), ^ ( ^ ^ O ^ i ^ ^ ^ z O ί ί O - ^ ^ ^ Λ ^ X ^ ^ O ^ A ί ^ ^ O . (For the
last equivalence, cf. Corollary 1.7 (ii).) The same holds for i//(with u~ι in place
of u). On the other hand, the number in (ii) is congruent (mod π) to pd(b) \H\~ι
y]r'(ΐ) ω^ -ψ *), so the assertion follows.
2. Block induction and normal subgroups
Let N be a normal subgroup of G and b a block of N. If B is a block of
G covering b, then a defect group D of B is said to be an inertial defect group
of B if it is a defect group of the Fong-Reynolds correspondent of B in the iner-
tial group Tb of b in G.
In this section we shall prove the following theorem, which settles, in a
special case, a question raised by Blau [2]. It has been obtained also by Fan
[8, Theorem 2.3] independently. See also Blau [4, Theorem 3].
Theorem 2.1. Let the notation be as above. The following conditions
are equivalent.
(i) bG is defined.
(ii) (iia) There exists a unique weakly regular block of G covering b, say B}
and
(iib) for a defect group D of B, Z(D) is contained in N.
We begin with the following lemma, which is due to Berger and Knϋrr
[1, the proof of Corollary], cf. also Fan [8, Proposition 2.1]. Another proof
is included here for convenience.
Lemma 2.2. For a block B of G covering b, let D be an inertial defect
group of B and b the unique block of DN covering b. Then D is a defect group
ofk
Proof. We may assume that b is G-invariant. Put H=NG(D) N. Let B
be the Brauer correspondent in H of B. Take a &G-module U in B and a kH-
module V in S such that V is a direct sumand of UH. Since b is G-invarnant,
any direct summand of UN lies in by so the same is true for VN. Hence S covers
b. This implies that B covers b and a defect group of b is by Knϋrr's theorem
(Knϋrr [13, Proposition 4.2], see also [20, Corollary 2.4]) DNf)D=D, because
DN is normal in H and b is i/-invariant.
We also need the following
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Lemma 2.3. (Blau [3, Lemma 2.5 (i)]) Let H be a subgroup of G and B
{resp. b) a block of G (resp. H). Let φ<= lrr(b). Suppose that φG=τ+Xιi=i m, Xiy
where m{ is anonnegativeinteger, X( GIrr(S) andv(mi %, (1))^v{φG{\))for \^i^ny
and T is a character of G such that for all g^G, v(τ(g))>v(φ(l))-\-v(\ CG(g) | )—
v (IHI) (r may be 0). Then bG is defined and equals B.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. (i)=#> (iia): This is Lemma 2.6 in Blau [3].
(i)=>(iib): This follows from (V.I.6) (i) in Feit [9]. (ii)-^(i): We may as-
sume that D is an inertial defect group of B. Let b be the unique block of DN
covering b. Since D is a defect group of b by Lemma 2.2, (iib) implies bDN=b.
In fact, assume that ωb(K) ί 0 (mod π) for a conjugacy class K of DN. Let
# e i £ and let u and s be the ^>-part and ^'-part of x, respectively. Since b is
induced from a root of it, w E M Z(D)<^N. We get s^N, since DN/N is a^>-
group. So KciN, as required. Now let φ be an irreducible character of height
0 in f>. Any irreducible constituent X of φG lies in a block covering b. So
^(%(1))^^(ΦG(1)), and the inequality is strict if X does not lie in B by (iia).
From this it follows that έG=^B by Lemma 2.3. So bG=B, completing the
proof.
3. Characterization of modules of height 0
In this section we shall characterize RG-(or kG-) modules of height 0 via
their vertices and sources. In the following, let o denote either R or k.
Lemma 3.1. Let T be a subgroup of G and N a normal subgroup of T such
that TjN is a pf-group. Let Y be an indecomposable oT-module and W an in-
decomposable oN-module. If YN^eW for some integer e, then e is prime to p.
Proof. Since k is algebraically closed, e is equal to the dimension of some
projective indecomposable k"[T/N]-module for some a<^Z2(TIN,k*) (cf. The-
orem 7.8 in [12]). Since k is algebraically closed and TjN is a ^'-group, e is
prime to p.
The following theorem generalizes Corollary 4.6 in Knϋrr [14].
Theorem 3.2. Let U be an indecomposable oG-module lying in a block B
with defect group D. The following are equivalent.
(i) ht(U)=0.
(ii) vx(U)=GD and the rank of a source of U is prime to p.
Proof. Since ht(U) = 0 implies vx(U) =
 GD> it suffices to prove that for an
oG-module U with vertex D, ht(U) — 0 if and only if the rank of a source
is prime to p. Let F be the Green correspondent of U with respect to
(G, NG(D), D). V lies in the Brauer correspondent B of B and ht(V)=0 if and
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only if ht(U)=0. Let PFbe an indecomposable summand of VN, where N=
DCG(D). W lies in a block b covered by B. Let T be the inertial group of W
in NG(D). For some oΓ-module Y,W\YN and V=YN*D\ Since Y belongs
to bτ9 ht(V)=O if and only if ht(Y)=0. Put YN^eW. Since Γ/iV is a £'-
group, e ΐ O (mod/)) by Lemma 3.1. So /tf(Y)=0if and only if ht(W)=0.
From the explicit Morita equivalence between b and oD (b is, as a ring, isomor-
phic to a full matrix ring over oD), it follows that ht(W)=0 if and only if the
rank of the corresponding oD-module (which is a source of U) is prime to p.
This completes the proof.
REMARK 3.3. Theorem 2.1 in Kawai [20] follows (in the special case when
the residue field k is algebraically closed, as we are assuming) from the above
theorem and Corollary 1.7(i).
4. Normal subgroups and characters of height 0
Throughout this section, we use the following notation: N is a normal
subgroup of G, B is a block of G with defect group Z), and 6 is a block of N
covered by B.
Theorem 4.1. For any indecomposable oG-module U of height 0 lying in B,
some indecomposable summand of UN is a module of height 0 lying in b.
Proof. We may assume that b is G-invariant. Let D be a defect group
of By S the Brauer correspondent of B in NG(D) N, and V the Green correspon-
dent of U with respect to (G, NG(D) N, D). Since V lies in B, ht(U)=Q implies
ht(V)=0. Let o be the unique block of DN covering b. D is a defect group
of b by Lemma 2.2. Let W be an indecomposable summand of VDN lying in L
(Note that S covers 6, cf. the proof of Lemma 2.2) Since V is DΛΓ-projective,
V and W have vertex and source in common, so ht(W)=0 by Theorem 3.2.
Since v(\DN\)—d(b) = v(\N\)—d(b), some indecomposable summand of WN
is of height 0 (in b). This completes the proof.
Corollary 4.2.
(i) For any %GIrr°(jB), ξeIrr°(6)/or wmί irreducible constituent ξ of XN.
(ii) (Kawai [20, Corollary 2.5]) jFor any φ e I B r ° ( β ) , ψ<ΞlBr°(δ)/or tt?7W£
irreducible constituent ψ of φN.
Proof. It suffices to prove (i). Let U be an i?-form of a KG-module
affording %. By Theorem 4.1 some indecomposable summand V of [/# is of
height 0 in b> so some irreducible constituent of K®R V is of height 0.
Let IrrQ(b\B) be the set of irreducible characters in b appearing as an ir-
reducible constituent of XN for some %elrr°(β). We define IBr°(b\B) in a
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similar way. To determine these sets, we need the following
L e m m a 4.3. Assume that b is G-invariant. Let D and δ be defect groups
of B and b, respectively, such that δ^D. If ξ^Irr(b) extends to QN for some
subgroup Q with 8^Q^D, then there is %Glrr(J5) such that (X,ξ)NΦ0 and that
ht(X)^d(B)-v(\Q\)+ht(ξ).
Proof. Let I be an extension of ξ to QN. Let b and B be as in the proof
of Theorem 4.1. Any irreducible constituent of ςDN belongs to b. By the de-
gree comparison it follows that there is η^Irr(b) such that (SDN, V)
that (v(l))p^ I DN/QN\p(ξ(l))p. There is £e=Irr(5) such that (%, V N &
ΦO. Then we have (X(1))P^\NG(D) NIDN\p(v(l))p. Since B induces B,
(%B(1))P=(%G(1)),, cf. [9, (V.1.3)]. Thus there is %<Ξlrr(5) such that (%(1))^
I G/NG(D)N\p(X(ί))p and that (XG, %)GΦ0. Since Q ΠN=8 by Knϋrr's theo-
rem, this % is a required character.
Theorem 4.4. With the notations as above, we have:
(i) Irΐ°(b\B)=iξ^In°(b); ξ extends to DN for some inertial defect group
DofB.}.
(ii) IBr°(i\JB) = { ψ G IBr°(έ) ψ is Ό-invariant for some inertial defect group
DofB.}.
Proof. We may assume that b is G-invariant. To prove (i), let
(b\B) and take %elrr°(β) with (%,?)*ΦO. Let U be an R-ϊorm of a KG-
module affording X. As in the proof of Theorem 4.1, some indecomposable
summand of UDN is of height 0 in 6 (with b as above). So there is ^^Irr°(δ)
with {X9v)DNΦ0. Put ^ = * S i - i f i . We have τί(l) = enξ1(l). Since ξx is
G-conjugate to ξ, v(η(l))=v(ξ(l))=v(ξ1(l)). So ηN=ξly because e and n are
powers of p. If ξi=ξx, x^G> then ξ extends to Dx~ N, as required. The re-
verse inclusion follows from Lemma 4.3 (with D in place of Q). (ii) It is prov-
ed in a similar way that IBv°(b\B) is contained in the right side. Assume that
<ψ^IBr°(&) is ZMnvariant for a defect group D of B. Let W be a &iV-module
affording -ψ . Let b and 5 be as in the proof of Theorem 4.1. Then W extends
to a fcDiV-module W. Let V be a &ΛΓG(D)iV-module lying in i? such that
ΐ ^ I VDN. As in the proof of Theorem 4.1, ht(V)=0. Let U be the Green cor-
respondent of V as before, so U lies in B and ht(U)—0. From the above and
Mackey decomposition, £/# is a sum of G-conjugates of W. Some irreducible
constituent M of U is of height 0, because ht(U)=0, and we have W\MN.
This completes the proof.
Corollary 4.5. Let B
m
 be a weakly regular block of G covering b. Then
lrx\b\B
m
)^lrx\b\B) and IBr°(b\B
m
)^IBr°(b\B). In particular, the sets Irr°
(b\B
m
) and lBx\b\B
m
) do not depend on the choice of B
m
.
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Proof. We may assume that b is G-invariant. Since there is a defect
group of B
m
 containing a defect group of B9 the assertion follows from Theorem
4.4.
Corollary 4.6. Assume that B covers B0(N), then there is X(=Iτt°(B) such
Proof. Since 1^ extends to any overgroups, this follows from Theorem
4.4 (or simply from Lemma 4.3).
REMARK 4.7. The above corollary is the same as saying that if B covers
B0(N), some block of GjN dominated by B has defect group DNjN. This fact
has been known for special N> cf. Chap. F, section 4 of Feit [9].
Put mod-Ker(JB)^ ΓlKer(φ), where φ runs through IBr(B). The follow-
ing corollary gives a characterization of mod-Ker(B) via the (ordinary) irre-
ducible characters in B, which extends Theorem 2.4 in [15], Let 32(JS) be the
set of normal subgroups N oϊ G such that BQ(N) is covered by B and that for
any %Glrr°(JB), XN is a sum of linear characters.
Corollary 4.8. mod-Ker(β) is the unique maximal member of 37 (B).
Proof. Put iV=mod-Ker(5). For any %eIrr°(B), XN is a sum of irre-
ducible characters of height 0 in B0(N), by Corollary 4.2. This shows that
N^Jl(B), since N is />-nilρotent. Now conversely let N^32(B). Let D be a
defect group of B and ξ G Irr°(JS0(iV)) be ZMnvariant and assume that the de-
terminantal order o(det ξ) is prime to p. Then ξ extends to DN (cf. [10]), so
by Theorem 4.4 there is %eIrr°(JS) with (%, ξ)Nφ0. By definition of tΠ(B),
ξ must be linear, and then o(det£)^0 (modjp) implies that the decomposition
number d(ξ, l#) = 0 unless £=1#. This implies that N is jp-nilpotent, cf. [15,
Lemma 2.1 (ii)]. Since B covers B0(N), ΛΓ^Ker(X) for some %eIrr(B).
Then Qp'{N)^Op>{G) Π Ker(%)=Ker(B), so ΛΓ^mod-Ker(S). This completes
the proof.
In the rest of this section we prove the following theorem. Put δ =
D (Ί N for an inertial defect group D of B. (So δ is a defect group of b.)
Theorem 4.9. Assume that D=CD(δ) δ. Then we have Irr°(b\B)=Irr°(b),
if one of the following conditions holds.
(i) CD(8) is abelian.
(ii) D is abelian.
(iii) There is a complement for 8 in D.
The condition (ii) above is quite natural in view of the height zero conjecture.
By Theorem 4.4, we have Irr°(b\B)=Irτ°(b), if there is an (inertial) defect
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group D of B with the following properties.
(I) Every £elrr°(δ) is D-invariant, and
(II) every D-invariant £elrr°(δ) extends to DN.
We first consider the condition (II). For this purpose we may assume that
G=DN, where D is a defect group of B and b is G-invariant. We have:
L e m m a 4.10. For a suitable root b0 in 8 CN(S) of b, the unique block Bo of
DCN(S) covering b0 has defect group D and b0 is D-itlvariant.
Proof. Let b be the block of NN(S) such that bN=b. Since iVG(D)c ΛΓG(δ),
there is a block B of NG{8) such that BG=B and that D is a defect group of B.
Since the block idempotents corresponding to B and b are the same, it follows
that B covers h. By the First Main Theorem, b is iVG(δ)-invariant. Put C =
δ CN(S) and H=D0N(8). Let bx be a block of C covered by b and Bγ the unique
block of H covering b
λ
. Let V be an indecomposable &ΛΓG(δ)-module in S of
height 0. It is easy to see that 0 is normal in NG(8) and that S is a unique
block of NG(S) covering bx. So F^ is of height 0 by Theorem 1.10 (and Corol-
lary 1.5). Since Vb==(VBι)c and v{\H\)-d{B^v{\C\)-d{bγ) (with equality
only when b
x
 is iZ-invariant), consideration of dimension shows that b
λ
 is H-
invariant and that some indecomposable summand W of VBχ is of height 0.
Hence vx(W) is a defect group of B
λ
 and \vx(W) \ = \D\. Since vx(PF)^^(
δ
>
A we get that vx(W)=Dn for some n(=NG(8). Then n(=NG(H), so δ o ^ Γ 1
is the required root of &.
The following clarifies the condition (II) completely.
Proposition 4.11. The following conditions are equivalent.
(i) Every D-invariant ξ^Irr°(b) extends to DN.
(ii) Every D-invariant linear character of 8 extends to D.
(iii) [D,8]=[D,D]Π8.
Proof. Let B
o
 and b0 be chosen as in Lemma 4.10 and Hy C be as in the
proof of Lemma 4.10. We prove that (i) is equivalent to:
(iv) Every Z)-invariant £
o
elrr°(δ
o
) extends to H.
(iv)=#>(i): For any Z)-invariant £elrr°(ό), there is £
o
elrr°(£
o
) such that ξ0 is
Z)-invariant and that (ξ, ξ
o
)
c
^O (mod^>), because ξbo is Z)-invariant and ht(ξbQ)
=0. Now it is easy to see that ξ extends to G if (and only if) ξQ extends to H.
So (iv) implies (i).
(i)=#>(iv): For any .D-invariant ξQ^Irr°(b0), ξl is Z)-invariant and of height 0,
cf. Proposition 1.8, so similar argument applies.
Next we show that (ii) and (iv) are equivalent. Note that every .D-invariant
£0^Irr°(&0) is written as ξo=ζ for a D-invariant linear character ζ of δ(and vice
versa), where ζ is defined as in Feit [9, (V.4.7)]. We show that ξ0 extends to H if
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and only if ζ extends to D. First assume that there is an extension η of ξ0.
Since fit(τ?)=0, O7, λ)#φθ for some linear character λ of D. (Apply Theorem
3.2). Since (ξ
o
)8 is a multiple of ζ9 this implies λ δ =ζ\ Conversely let λ be an
extension of ζ. Let b
x
 be a root of B
o
 in DCH(D). We have λ* c * ( I ) ) =M-0 for
some character θy where λ e l r r
0
^ ) is defined as above. So ζc=(χH)
c
=(%Bo)
c
+Λ]T for some character ψ. Since ζc is a sum of a multiple of f
 0 and characters
lying outside bQy it follows that (λB°)c *s a multiple of £0. Now ht(XBo)=O by
Proposition 1.8, so for some irreducible constituent X of λ5o, %
c
=f0.
The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) is obvious.
REMARK 4.12. Theorem 8.26 in [1.0] reads: Let N be a normal subgroup
of G with GjN a ^ >-group. For a />-Sylow subgroup P of G, assume (α) P Γ\N
^Z(P)9 and (Z>) every irreducible character of P Π N extends to P. Then every
G-invariant irreducible character of N extends to G.
The above proposition is related to this theorem as follows: Let ξ&
Iir(iV) be G-invariant. Let b be the block of N (with defect group δ) con-
taining ξ. If ht(ξ)=O, then (b) implies that ξ extends to G by Proposition 4.11.
(On the other hand, δ is abelian by (a). So ht(ξ)=O would follow from the
height zero conjecture.)
To consider the condition (I), we let Tl= Π/c(f)> where ξ runs through
Irr(ό). Tl is normal in Tb. We first extend Lemma 2.2 as follows:
Lemma 4.13. Assume that b is G-invariant. Let Q be a subgroup such
that S^Q^D and let b(Q) be the block of QN covering b. Then Q is a defect
group ofb(Q).
Proof. By Lemma 2.2, D is a defect group of b(D). By induction on
ID/QI, we may assume | D/Q \ =p. Since b(Q) is ZλZV-invariant and covered by
b(D), D Π QN=Q is a defect group of b(Q) by Knϋrr's theorem.
Lemma 4.14. Assume that b is G-invariant. Let B
λ
 be a block of Tl
covered by B. Then we have
(i) B?=B.
(ii) δ (^(δ) is contained in a defect group of a G-conjugate of B
x
. In par-
ticular,Z(D)^T'b.
Proof. L e t & e l r r ^ ) and take ζi^Irr(IG(ξ1)\ξ1) such that ζ?ζ=Iτr(B)f)
Irr(G I ξ
x
). If b
λ
 is the block containing ζly then b?=B, cf. [9, (V.1.2)]. Take
another £2<Ξlrr(i), if any, and take ζ2^lrv{IG{ξι)^IG{ξ2)\ξ2) such that SV^GΞ
/ ^ j l ^ ) . If b2 is the block of / c(f0Π/ c(f2) containing ζ2, then
Hence b%=B. Repeating this process, we finally get a block B' of
Tl such that B'G=B. Then B' is G-conjugate to B
u
 so B?=B. This implies
cf. Theorem 2.1. Now for any χ(=CD(δ), put Q=<xy δ> and let
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b(Q) be the block of QN covering b. By the above (with b(Q)> QN in place of
β, G) and Lemma 4.13, we get that x^Z(Q)^TlΠQNi so CD(δ)^T'b. Let
Dx, xGG, be a defect group of the Fong-Reynolds correspondent of B in the
inertial group of B
x
 in G. Then δ CD(8)^(DX Π Γβ*"1, which is a defect group
of JSί" This completes the proof.
Proposition 4.15. Assume that b is G-invariant. Let A be a subgroup
°f CD(S) such that (1) A is abelian, or (2) δ is complemented in AS. Then for
every ξ Glrr°(ό),
(i) ξ extends to AN, and
(ii) there is X e Irr (J3) such that (X, ξ)N*Q and that ht{X)^d(B)—v{ \A8\).
Proof, (i) Put Q=A8 and let b(Q) be as in Lemma 4.13. So Q is a
defect group of b(Q). In either case, the condition (ii) in Proposition 4.11 is
satisfied (with Q in place of D; in case (2), use Wigner's method.) and any
£elrr°(ά) is Q-invariant by Lemma 4.14, so the conclusion follows from Pro-
position 4.11. (ii) follows from (i) and Lemma 4.3.
Proof of Theorem 4.9. Since we may assume that b is G-invariant, the
assertion follows from Proposition 4.15 (ii) (with A=CD(8)).
5. A generalization of a theorem of Isaacs and Smith
In [11] Isaacs and Smith have given a characterization of groups of ^-length
1 ([11], Theorem 2). Here we prove a generalization of their result.
For a block B of G, let mod-Ker(β) be as in section 4 and let Ker°(5)=
ΠKer(%), where X runs through Irr°(S). Let Ker(B) be defined in the usual
way.
Lemma 5.1. Let B be a block of G with defect group D.
(i) If B covers the principal block of a normal subgroup N of G, D is a p-
Sylow subgroup of DN.
(ii) Ker°(S) ^  Ker (JB) D and mod-Ker (B) ^  Ker (β) D.
Proof. If B covers the principal block of N, D Π N is a jί>-Sylow subgroup
of Ny by Knϋrr's theorem. So (i) follows. By Corollary 4.8 (or more sim-
ply, by [15, Theorem 2.3]), Ker°(B)^mod-Ker(B). As is well-known, (mod-
Ker (B))Z) is jp-nilpotent and its normal ^-complement is Ker(B). Since D is
a^-Sylow subgroup of (mod-Ker (JB)) Z) by (i), (mod-Ker (JS))Z>= Ker (S) D.
This completes the proof.
Let K bs a normal subgroup of G such that B covers the principal block
of K, and put G=G/K and let {#,-; l^i^s} ba the blocks of G dominated by
B. Put D=DKIK. Then we have the following
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Proposition 5.2. Assume that there is a defect group D of B such that Φ{D)
{the Frattinί subgroup of D) contains a p-Sylow subgroup of K. Then for exactly
one value of i, B{ has defect group D.
Proof. There is a block J5, with defect group D by Remark 4.7. Let
b be the Brauer correspondent of B in NG(D). Let 5 be a block of NG(D)
dominated by b. (Since D is a^>-Sylow subgroup of DK by Lemma 5.1, NG(D)
—NG(D), by the Frattini argument.) We claim that b is unique. Let Q b e a
/>-Sylow subgroup of K such that Q^Φ(D). Put L=NG(D)Γ\K. Then
NG(D)^NG(D)IL. We note that b covers B0(L). In fact, there is %eIrr°(B)
such that Ker(X)^i£ by Corollary 4.6. Since ht(Xb)=Oy XbΦ0. So b covers
B0(L). Thus it suffices to show that b does not "decompose" in NG{D)jL. We
see that Lamod-Ker(fr) is^>-nilρotent and that L\L Π mod-Ker (έ) is a p'-group,
since Q^D^mod-Ker(ό). So the claim follows from [16, Problem 9 on p. 389],
since Q^Φ(D). Now assume that B{ has defect group D. We show that
B~5G with b as above, which proves the uniqueness of i. Let Ό be a &G-
module in B{ with vertex D and V the Green correspondent of U with respect
to (G, iVg(D), D). Let Z7(resp. V) be the inflation of £7(resp. V) to G (resp.
NG(D)). D is a vertex of Uy since Z> is a^>-8ylow subgroup of Dif. Similarly D
is a vertex of V. So F is the Green correspondent of U with respect to (G,
NG(D), D). Hence F must lie in b. So F lies in 5, which shows that 5 induces
Bi9 as required.
Theorem 5.3. Let B be a block of G with defect group D. If every X^
Irr°(S) restricts irreducibly to NG(D), then G=NG(D) Ker(B).
Proof. We first consider the case where D is abelian. Let b be the Brauer
correspondent of B in NG(D). For any £elrr°(&), ht(ξB)=O by Proposition
1.8, so it follows from the assumption that there is %Glrr°(S) such that
XNjD)=ξ. Let / - iξ(Ξlrr°(b); Z>^Ker(£)}. For each £ e / , take %(f)GΞIrr°(£)
whose restriction to NG(D) equals ξ and let K= ΠKer {%(£)}, where ξ runs
through /. Clearly K Π iVG(Z))<£mod-Ker(A) and, by Lemma 5.1, mod-Ker(i)^
Ker(δ)Z). Since Ker(&) is a normal ^'-subgroup, Ker(6)<^CG(D). Hence
KΓiNG(D)^CG(D). On the other hand, D is a ^-Sylow subgroup of K by
Lemma 5.1. Hence K is ^-nilpotent, by Burnside's theorem. By the Frattini
argument, G=NG(D) K. Since K=QP'(K) D^Ker(B)D, we get G=NG(D)
Ker(JS), as required. For the general case, put G=G/Ker°(B). We claim that
Ker°(B) satisfies the assumption of Proposition 5.2 with i£=Ker°(jB). Put Q=
D Π Kei°(B). Then Q is a ^ -Sylow subgroup of Ker°(jδ), cf. Lemma 5.1. For
any linear character λ of D, define λ ^ Irr(DCG(D)) as in the proof of Proposition
4.11. Then ht(λB)==0, so there is %<=Irr°(J3) such that λ is an irreducible con-
stituent of XD. This shows Q^Ker(λ), and hence Q^L[D3D]. So the claim
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follows. Now let B be the block of G as in Proposition 5.2. Since every
%€Ξlrr°(B) comes then from B, Ker%B)=l. Since NGjD)=NG(D) by the
Frattini argument, B satisfies the same assumption as B. On the other hand,
since (by Corollary 1.7 (ii)) XN&(D)<ΞIrr°(£) for any %eIrr°(S), it follows that XD
is a sum of linear characters (by Corollary 4.2 (i)). Hence [D, D]<^Keτ°(B) and
D is abelian. So G=NG(D) Ker(jB), by the above. Thus G=NG(D), since
Ker(Jβ)^Ker°(JB)=l. Hence we get G=NG(D) Ker°(B)=NG(D) Ker(jS) D=
NG(D) Ker(S), by Lemma 5.1. This completes the proof.
6. The height zero conjecture
The following is a well-known conjecture of Brauer:
(*) Blocks with abelian defect groups contain only characters of height 0.
Berger and Knϋrr [1] have proved the following
Theorem 6.1. If (*) is true for all quasi-simple groups, it is true for all
finite groups.
We prove this theorem by applying some results in section 4 and a theorem
of Knϋrr [14, Corollary 3.7].
Lemma 6.2. If (*) is true for all quasi-simple groups, it is true for any
group H with H/C simple for a central subgroup C of H.
Proof. The proof is done by induction on the group order. If H= [H> H],
then H is quasi-simple and (*) is true by assumption. If H=£[H, H], let K
ba such that [H, H]<K <]H with \HIK\=q, a prime. Let B be a block of
H with abelian defect group D and let %eIrr(B). We consider the case
when q=p and X
κ
=*ΣUi ?*, where all ζ{ are distinct. If b is the block of K
containing ζ
u
 then bG=B, since ζ\—X. So D is G-conjugate to a defect group
of b, cf. Theorem 2.1. Since ht(ζ1)=O by induction, ht(X)=0. Other cases
are treated similarly. This completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 6.1. The proof is done by induction on the group order.
Let B be a block of a group G with an abelian defect group D and let %e Irr (B).
Let N be a maximal normal subgroup of G. So GjN is simple. Let f e Irr (N)
be such that (%, ζ)N + 0. Let b be the block of iV containing ζ and δ a defect
group of b. We may assume that b is G-invariant. Let T be the inertial group
of ζ in G. If ΓΦG, let η<ZΞlrr{T\ζ) bs such that
 V
G
=X and let B' be the block
of T to which ?7 belongs and D' 2L defect group of B'. Then Df^GDy since
B'G=B. On the other hand, D'^GZ(D)=D. (In fact, the proof of Lemma
4.14 shows that B' is induced from a G-conjugate of Bly Bλ being the same as in
Lemma 4.14. So the assertion follows.) Hence D'=G D. By induction ht(η)—
0, so ht(X)=0. So we may assume ζ is G-invariant. Now take a central ex-
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tension of G,
such that f~\N)=N1χZ, N^O and that ζ extends to a character of G, say
ζy under the identification of Nλ with iV through /, and that Z is a finite cyclic
group. Here we note the following. Since δ is abelian, ht(ζ)—O by induc-
tion. So ζ extends to DN by Proposition 4.11, since D is abelian. Thus the
above central extension may be taken so that
(#) the subextension \->Z->f-\DN) -4 DN-> 1 splits.
Let % be the inflation of X to G. Let β be the block of G to which X be-
longs. There is a unique irreducible character ψ of G=GjN such that X=ζψ.
Let J3 be the block of G to which ψ belongs. Let D and D be defect groups
of Δ and 5, respectively. We have
(I) OZIZ=GD.
Proof. Since B is dominated by β and G is a central extension of G, the
result follows.
(II) D is abelian.
Proof. We have f-\DN)=ί)ZN=HχZ for a subgroup H by (#) and (I).
So UZ=KxZ for a subgroup ϋC. Then K^OZ/Z^D is abelian, so $ is
abelian.
(III) ANIN=GD.
Proof. We first show ON/N^
 G D. We have ωϊ(K)=ζ(x) <yjr(x) \ 0 \ /ζ(ί)
Λlr(l)\CG(x)\, where ΛIEG and K is the conjugacy class of G containing x.
From this we get that ω£(it)=ωψ(£) tn
x
(ξ(x) |iV|/£(l) \CN(x)\)y where mx=
I CG(^): £&(#) N/N\ and L is the conjugacy class of G containing x, the image
of x in G. Here £(#) | AT| /g*(l) | CN(x) \ is an integer. In fact, let A be the Z-
linear combinations of the iV-conjugacy class sums of G, where Z is the ring of
rational integers. If T is a matrix representation affording ζ> then T(A) is a
commutative ring (with finite Z'-rank), since ζN is irreducible. If C is the N-
conjugacy class containing x, T(C)=aI, a scalar matrix, where a equals the
number in question. Hence the assertion follows. Hence, if ω i(K) ΐ 0 (mod π),
then m
x
 ωφ(L) ΐ 0 (mod π). This implies ON/N^
 G D. Hence D is abelian by
(II), and ht(ψ)—O by assumption and Lemma 6.2. Let F(resp. W) be an in-
form of ξ (resp. ψ). Thus V®R Inf W is an jR-form of %. Since Λί(ψ)=0, D
is a vertex of W. So, if we let Δ be the inverse image of D in ό, V®R Inf W
is Δ-projective. But u must bε a vertex of it, by Knό'rr's theorem [14]. Hence
f)^G Δ, and DN/N^G Ό. This completes the proof of (III).
Now we show ht(X)=0. Since X=ζ ψ, %(1)==X(1), ξ(l)=ζ(l)9 and
=Af(ψ)=0, Aί(X)=ίί(B)-έ/(*)+i;(|Z|)-έί(B). Since 5 Λ
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N\) by (III), and dφ)=d(B)+p(\ΰnZ\)by(I), it follows that ht{X)=v(\Of]
NI)—d(b)+v{\Z\)—p{\t>nZ\). Since Of]Nis a defect group of 6 and a/>-
Sylow subgroup of Z is contained in t)> we get ht(X)=0> completing the proof.
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